Assessment of Cytotoxicity of Quantum Dots and Gold Nanoparticles Using Cell-Based Impedance Spectroscopy
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A continuous online technique based on electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) was demonstrated for measuring the concentration and time response function of fibroblastic V79 cells exposed to nanomaterials such as quantum dots (QDs) and fluorescent gold nanoparticles. The half-inhibition concentration, (ECIS_{50}), the required concentration to attain 50% inhibition of the cytotoxic response, was estimated from the response function to ascertain cytotoxicity during the course of measurement. The ECIS_{50} values agreed well with the results obtained using the standard neutral red assay. Cadmium selenide quantum dots showed direct cytotoxicity with the ECIS assay. For the cadmium telluride quantum dots, significant toxicity could be assigned to free cadmium, although additional toxicity could be attributed to the QDs per se. The QDs synthesized with indium gallium phosphide and the fluorescent gold nanoparticles were not cytotoxic.

Considerable research has focused on the development and application of fluorescent semiconductor nanoparticles or quantum dots (QDs) with diameters ranging from 2 to 200 nm.1 QDs consist of a metalloid nanocore and a cap/shell that shields the core and renders the QD bioavailable. The core consists of a variety of metal complexes such as semiconductors, noble metals, and magnetic transition metals. QDs have often been prepared from indium phosphide (InP), indium arsenide (InAs), gallium arsenide (GaAs), gallium nitride (GaN), zinc sulfide (ZnS), zinc selenide (ZnSe), cadmium selenide (CdSe), and cadmium telluride (CdTe) cores.2 The further addition of biocompatible coatings or surface functional groups can give the QD a desired bioactivity.

The energy of the excited state of such novel fluorophores depends upon the material and decreases as the particle size increases. One of the interesting optical properties of the QDs is their absorption at all wavelengths shorter than the absorption onset. Thus, only a single light source is needed to excite a wide range of particle sizes, leading to the development of practical multiplex assays. The emission spectrum of uniform QDs is about 2-fold narrower than typical fluorophores, without the long-wavelength tail common to most conventional dyes. Fluorescent QDs can be conjugated with bioactive receptors to target specific biologic events and cellular structures, such as labeling neoplastic cells.3 Quantum dots are anticipated to improve the speed, accuracy, and affordability of clinical diagnostic tests and deliver a specific amount of a drug to a certain type of cell.4 QDs can also be used to label specific proteins, genes, and biomolecules to visualize such individual molecules or, like the older labeling techniques, to visualize every molecule of a given type. This technology should allow a rapid analysis and examination of thousands of genes and proteins from clinical samples. In vivo biomedical imaging is another potential application of QDs.5,6

Hydrophobic QDs must be functionalized to attain a desired bioactivity. However, QDs can be cytotoxic under some conditions, thus their potential application for cell labeling and drug targeting should be addressed. Plausible routes of QD exposure are environmental, workplace, and therapeutic or diagnostic administration. QDs < 2.5 nm can penetrate in the lung and interact with the alveolar epithelium, whereas larger aerosolized QDs often deposit in bronchial spaces.6 Cadmium and selenium, two of the most widely used constituent metals in QD core metalloid complexes, cause acute and chronic toxicities in vertebrates and are of considerable human health and environmental concern.7 Different methods are used to make the QDs nontoxic by coating their surface with biocompatible molecules. For instance, QD cores can be coated with poly(ethylene
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glycol) (PEG) groups to render QDs biocompatible and can be conjugated with bioactive moieties to target specific biologic events or cellular structural features. However, the coating layer or functional groups per se can also be cytotoxic but their in vivo effect and metabolism are not well understood.

Each individual type of QD possesses its own unique physicochemical properties, which in turn determines its potential toxicity/nontoxicity. The QD toxicity can be attributed to QD physicochemical properties and environmental conditions. QD size, charge, concentration, outer coating bioactivity (capping material or functional groups), oxidative, photolytic, and mechanical stability have each been shown to be determining factors in QD toxicity. Given the potential applications offered by QD technology, toxicologic information of QDs should be established to ensure that this technology will be developed and commercialized with respect to the protection of human health and environmental integrity.

This paper describes an online technique based on electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) for the continuous assessment of the behavior of fibroblastic V79 cells exposed to quantum dots and gold nanoparticles. ECIS uses a circular gold electrode (250 μm in diameter) that is microfabricated on the bottom of tissue culture wells and immersed in a culture medium. Inoculated cells drift downward and attach to the electrode surface, precoated with a suitable protein, to form a confluent layer. The attached and spread V79 cells act as insulating particles because of their plasma membrane to interfere with the free space immediately above the electrode for current flow. Thus, there will be a drastic change in the measured impedance due to cell attachment and spreading. Exposure of V79 cells to nanomaterials, if toxic, will lead to alterations in cell behavior, and the resulting chemical cytotoxicity can be screened by measuring the impedance change.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Materials.** Neutral red (NR), 2-[N-morpholinol]ethanesulfonic acid (MES), fibronectin (bovine plasma, purity >99%), gold(III) chloride trihydrate, sodium borohydride (SBH), sodium tellurite, and atomic absorption standards of selenium, gallium, and indium were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Cadmium chloride hemipentahydrate (Fluka) was purchased via Sigma-Aldrich and used to prepare a cadmium stock (10 g/L) solution. High-purity nitric acid (environmental grade plus) was obtained from Anachemia (Montreal, PQ, Canada). Chinese hamster lung fibroblast V79 cells (93-CCL) were obtained from American type Tissue Collection (ATCC, Rockville, MD). Cadmium telluride quantum dots (3–4 nm) were provided by Northern Nanotechnologies, NNT, (Toronto, ON, Canada). Three different models were tested: green (5.5 mg/mL), yellow (16 mg/mL), and orange (16 mg/mL) quantum dot with fluorescent emission of 538, 560, and 627 nm, respectively. The quantum dots were protected by CdS shells of different thicknesses. Three different types of T2-MP Evitags contain a zine sulfide shell and a poly(ethylene glycol) lipid coating with a nonfunctionalized surface. Fluorescent gold nanoparticles (5–6 nm) with a fluorescent emission of 496 nm (excitation 470 nm) were synthesized by the reduction of 1.5 mM gold(III) chloride trihydrate by SBH (7.5 mM) in the presence of 3.0 mM mono-6-deoxy-6-pyridium-β-cycloexdrin chloride (p-β-CD) as described by Male et al. The p-β-CD was prepared by refluxing mono-6-(p-toluene sulfonyl)-β-cycloexdrin with pyridine in DMF at 90 °C for 2 days followed by ion-exchange chromatography by the method of Mudereraw et al. Fluorescence spectra were measured with a Gilford Floro IV spectrophotometer (Gilford, Oberlin, OH) with a detector photomultiplier tube (PMT) voltage set in the range of 500–600 V. Optimization was carried out by performing both excitation and emission scans, and samples were diluted 100–1000 times.

**Cell Culture and Neutral Red Cytotoxicity Assay.** A Petri dish inoculated with ~5 × 105 V79 cells was incubated in a humidified incubator at 37 °C containing 5% CO2 for pH control. The Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY) for the cell culture was supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Sigma-Aldrich). After 48 h, cell suspensions were prepared using 0.05% (v/v) trypsin, and cell viability was assessed using the trypan blue exclusion technique. The cell population in the suspension was counted for estimating the cellular growth rate. The neutral red (NR) assay was carried out as described by Borenfreund and Puerner11 with some modifications. The NR stock solution (20 mg/ml) was prepared in dimethyl sulfoxide (Sigma-Aldrich). The NR working solution (50 μg/mL) was prepared by dilution of the stock solution in 10 mM HEPES-buffered DMEM, 3% FBS, pH 7.2. Benzalkonium chloride was used as a reference toxicant in the NR assay.

**Electrode Coating and Cell Inoculation.** Fibronectin (0.15 mL, 0.1 mg/mL, prepared in 0.85% NaCl) was added into each of the eight wells of a sensing chip (8W1E, Applied Biophysics, Troy, NY) to coat the detecting gold electrodes. After protein adsorption (~60 min), the wells were washed three times with 0.85% NaCl and then 0.3 mL of culture medium was placed in each well, and the impedance baseline was monitored for 1–2 h at 37 °C in a humified chamber of 5% CO2 and 95% air with the ECIS impedance system (Applied Biophysics, Troy, NY). The wells were then emptied, and 0.3 mL of cell suspension (~106 cells/mL) was inoculated into each well. A mixture of penicillin and streptomycin (1% v/v, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the cell suspension just before addition to the ECIS system to prevent microbial contamination. QD or gold nanoparticle solutions (5–20 μL) were added to cell suspensions (1 mL at 106 cells/mL) at various concentrations before adding to the wells to test for possible cytotoxicity effects.

**Impedance Measurement with ECIS.** The sensing chip consists of eight detecting gold electrodes (~250 μm diameter), microfabricated on the bottom of eight separate wells (volume of ~9 × 10 mm²). A common counter gold electrode is shared by the detecting electrodes, and all electrodes are linked with a pad at the edge of the chip. The two electrodes of the well are connected to a lock-in amplifier of the ECIS system, and 1 V alternating current
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(ac) is applied through a 1 MΩ resistor. Cells would not be affected by the applied potential at this operating condition. The impedance of each well was measured every 2 min at 4 kHz, and data acquisition and processing were performed using the Applied Biophysics software. The system acquires resistance, impedance, and capacitance data; however, as larger changes occurred in the resistance, we have focused on these changes in this study. The cytotoxicity half-inhibition concentration or ECIS50 of the ECIS system was calculated by the method of Xiao et al.12 This value was derived from the time response function, \( f(C, t) \), and by measuring the percentage inhibition as a function of the inhibitor concentration. Data points at 30 min intervals were selected from the raw resistance data collected to simplify calculations and plots. For the observation of the cell behavior on the surface of the gold electrodes, the sensing chip could be temporarily removed (pause function from the software) from the ECIS system incubator and placed on a Wilowert AFL 30 inverted fluorescence microscope (excitation range 355–470 nm, dichroic mirror 510 nm, suppression filter 520 nm, Hund, Germany) enhanced with a digital video camera (KP-D50U, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).

### Cadmium Ion Detection by Fluorescence and Electrochemistry.

Cd\(^{2+}\) was detected by a fluorescence assay (excitation 495 nm, emission 516 nm) using the MeasureIT Lead and Cadmium Assay Kit (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) with a linearity between 5–200 nM. Quantum dots were diluted up to 10 000-fold to avoid interference with the measurement. This assay kit is not specific for cadmium, and according to the specifications will experience interference from other metal ions such as calcium, zinc, nickel, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, and barium, depending on the concentration. The assay kit was also tested with respect to teltellite, selenium, indium, and gallium which are also present in the quantum dot structures. Alternatively, Cd\(^{2+}\) was detected electrochemically (CHI 601A, CHI Instruments, Austin, TX) using square-wave anodic stripping voltammetry by the method of Babynak and Smart13 with slight modifications. The working electrode was a boron doped diamond (BDD) microdisc array (MDA) (BDD-SensSys, Adamant Technologies, La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland). The BDD-SensSys consisting of 473 BDD microelectrodes (5 μm, diameter), an Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and a stainless steel counter electrode was used for electrochemical analysis of total cadmium. Further diluted to 1 M nitric acid for analysis. These samples were also used for electrochemical analysis of total cadmium.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### Response of V79 Cells to Cadmium

The gold electrode can be completely covered by fibronectin, a protein that strongly binds to cell surface protein integrins.13 The fibroblast cells can firmly attach to the fibronectin-coated gold electrode since integrin molecules connect with the cytoskeleton. The resistance of the culture medium without cells was ~1800–1900 Ω. Without toxicant, the cells descended to the bottom of the well within 30–60 min as observed by the video-enhanced microscope, and as they spread, the cells changed from round shapes to flattened forms with much larger dimensions. Cell–substratum interactions including spreading, morphology, and cell motility require a complex series of events to occur in a regulated and integrated fashion. As the cells spread, they alter the effective area available for current flow, causing a significant increase in the resistance of the well by ~3900–5700 Ω as shown in Figure 1A (curve a). The minimum number of normal V79 cells to completely cover an 8W1E detecting electrode coated with fibronectin was reported to be 93, and the estimated resistance change contributed by each attached cell was 41.5 Ω.14 Therefore, the value of 3900 Ω was in agreement with previous reports. Addition of low concentrations (<3 μM) of cadmium (Figure 1A, curve b) to the cell suspension resulted in an increase (~7500 Ω) in the initial resistance. However, after about 8 h, the resistance was similar to the wells with only the cells and the profiles remaining the same for the subsequent 12 h. The resistance overshoot (compared to the control) has been previously reported with 5 × 10⁴ cells/mL, an interesting phenomenon of cadmium cytotoxicity using the ECIS assay. Such behavior was not observed with sodium arsenate, benzalkonium chloride, mercury chloride, or 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene.12,16 Above 4.5 μM cadmium (Figure 1A, curves c–g), the initial resistance overshoot was also observed, but as time progressed the resistance decreased sharply and became lower than the wells with only cells. As observed by the video-enhanced microscope at this point in time, the wells contained only dead cells (small round spots) and upon washing the wells there were no adherent cells observed on the electrode surfaces.

#### Half-Inhibition Concentration (ECIS50) for Cadmium Ion.

For the effector cells, the resistance change (ΔRₜ) of the well is dependent on the number \( (N_o) \) of initial cells attached on the detecting electrode, the toxicant concentration \( (C) \), and the exposure time \( (t) \) as reported by Xiao et al.12 The resistance change normalized by \( N_o \) is defined as the cell response to the toxicant measured by ECIS, \( f(C, t) = \Delta R/t/N_o \). As a control with no toxicant, \( C \) is equal to zero and \( f(0, t) \) increases as the cells spread on the electrode and reach a plateau. In the presence of toxicant, \( f(C, t) \) after an initial increase, the value decreases and even approaches zero, indicating total cell death at high toxicant concentrations. The inhibitor concentration required to achieve 50% inhibition of the cytotoxicity response is defined as the half-inhibition concentration or \( f(\text{ECIS50}, t)/f(0, t) = 50\% \).
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The ECIS\(_50\) for cadmium ion was calculated from the data obtained in Figure 1A. Data points were not considered (i.e., 3 \(\mu\)M cadmium) whenever the resistance value was greater than those observed for the control without cadmium. The time response function, \(f(C, t)\), was determined by taking the \(\Delta R_{i0}\) (Figure 1A, curves a–g), i.e., \(R_{i} - R_{0}\) at different cadmium ion concentrations and dividing the values by the \(\Delta R_{i0} (\sim 3900 \Omega, \text{Figure 1A, curve a})\) at \(t(0, f)\).

The ECIS\(_5\) for cadmium ion was calculated from the data obtained in Figure 1A. Data points were not considered (i.e., 3 \(\mu\)M cadmium) whenever the resistance value was greater than those observed for the control without cadmium. The time response function, \(f(C, t)\), was used to construct a series of inhibition curves at any given time \(t_{0}\) (>5 h) for the series of cadmium concentrations (>4.5 \(\mu\)M) used in Figure 1A. The cell concentration in these experiments was much higher than in the previous study (10\(^6\) vs 5 \(\times\) 10\(^3\))\(^{12}\). Thus, confluence on the electrode surface occurred very rapidly, such that \(N_{f}\) for each well was assumed to be equivalent; therefore, \(\Delta R_{i}\) did not have to be adjusted due to different \(N_{i}\) values.

The time response function, \(f(C, t)\), was then normalized to 1 by simply taking the \(\Delta R_{i}\), i.e., \(R_{i} - R_{0}\) at different cadmium ion concentrations and dividing the values by the \(\Delta R_{i0}\) at \(f(0, f)\). The normalized time response function decreased as expected as the concentration of cadmium ion (>4.5 \(\mu\)M) increased for all exposure times considered (Figure 1B). The ECIS\(_5\) for cadmium ion was determined for each exposure time by extrapolating the value on the cadmium concentration axis when the normalized time response function was 0.5. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the half-inhibition concentration and exposure time, indicating that the ECIS\(_5\) for cadmium ion plateaued at ~6.3 \(\mu\)M after an exposure time of 10 h. These results were consistent with the value of 3.9 \(\mu\)M reported for CdCl\(_{2}\) at a cell concentration of 5 \(\times\) 10\(^6\) cells/mL by Xiao et al.\(^{12}\). The ECIS50 value was likely dependent upon the cell concentration resulting in a lower value at lower cell levels. In addition, in the previous study the ECIS\(_5\) value was more a reflection of the inhibition of cell growth in the presence of cadmium since the cell concentration was much lower and the cells did not completely cover the electrode surface before the inhibitor came into effect. In our study, because of the rapid formation of cell confluence on the surface at high cell concentration, the ECIS\(_5\) value was more a reflection of the delaminating process as the cells were killed due to the inhibitor. At a cell concentration of 5 \(\times\) 10\(^4\) cells/mL, the ECIS\(_5\) for cadmium using the neutral red assay\(^{11}\) was 1.84 \(\pm\) 0.33 \(\mu\)M (\(n = 7\)), comparable with the previous report of 3.0 \(\pm\) 0.4 \(\mu\)M.\(^{12}\)

Response of V79 Cells to Other Metals. Similar experiments were conducted using selenium, tellurium, indium, gallium, and zinc in place of cadmium, since these metals were also part of the QD structures. Selenium, indium, and gallium were found to be nontoxic with respect to V79 cells (10\(^6\) cells/mL) up to concentrations of 190, 130, and 213 \(\mu\)M, respectively. The ECIS\(_5\) for Na\(_2\)O\(_3\)Te and ZnSO\(_4\) were determined to be 98 and 140 \(\mu\)M, respectively (data not shown), considerably higher than that of cadmium (6.3 \(\mu\)M). The resistance overshoot observed with cadmium was also observed for tellurium but not zinc.

Response of V79 Cells to CdTe Quantum Dots. The CdTe Quantum dots contained a significant amount of cadmium ion as determined by the fluorescence Measure-iT Lead and Cadmium Assay Kit or by electrochemistry. The green, yellow, and orange QDs contained 3.3, 10.7, and 0.88 mM cadmium, respectively, using the fluorescence assay. In comparison to an equal concentration of cadmium, the fluorescent signal observed for selenium, indium, gallium, calcium, or telluride was <2%, while that of zinc was 20%. Therefore, the signal was due mainly to cadmium as the levels of these other metals would not be significant enough to interfere. The free cadmium contamination of the orange QDs was likely lower since these QDs were protected by the thickest CdS coating over the CdTe core. The cadmium leakage from the green and yellow QDs was expected to be higher. This fact was confirmed by ICPMS analysis which indicated levels of 4.48, 21.5, and 25.8 mM of total...
Cadmium for the green, yellow, and orange QDs, respectively. Thus, the free cadmium content represented 74, 50, and 3% for the green, yellow, and orange QDs, respectively. The total cadmium concentration for the green QDs was lower since the stock solution had a much lower concentration of QDs (5.5 mg/mL) compared to the yellow or orange (16 mg/mL). With the exception of sodium (38, 143, and 147 mM) and calcium (0.48, 0.12 mM), no other elements were detected in significant quantities by ICPMS analysis for the yellow or orange QDs. Cadmium ion was also detected at concentrations of 21.8 ± 2.2 and 23.0 ± 4.6 for the green and yellow QDs, respectively, with a reproducibility of 9% (95% confidence interval, n = 6). The orange QDs could not be resolved by the electrochemistry technique as the BBD electrode was severely fouled by this sample. The ICPMS digested samples resulted in total cadmium concentrations of 21.8 ± 2.2 and 23.0 ± 4.6 for the yellow and orange QDs using the electrochemical technique, very similar to the ICPMS results. Under the same operating conditions and concentrations, the electrochemical signals at −0.85 V for selenium, indium, gallium, tellerium, and zinc were <1% of that observed for cadmium, indicating the specificity of the cadmium peak at −0.85 V. However, a very broad signal was observed for tellerium at +0.53 V.

Diluted QD samples were added to the dispersed cells (10⁶ cells/mL), resulting in free cadmium concentrations similar to those used for the cadmium ion standard as described in Figure 1. With the use of the orange QDs, the overshoot due to the free cadmium ion was evident (Figure 4A). The inhibition was equivalent to 4.5 µM for the cadmium standard, but the free cadmium level was only ~2.5 µM. Such a result indicated that the quantum dots per se exhibited cytotoxicity, and inverted fluorescence microscopy confirmed cell apoptosis. A plot for the ECIS₅₀ resulted in 3.2 µM free cadmium equivalent instead of 6.3 µM (Figure 2) as would have been expected if the result was due to free cadmium only. Similar results were observed for the green and yellow QDs, although the toxic effect of the QDs per se was less evident compared to that observed with the orange QDs. The ECIS₅₀ values (n = 3) were 5.1 and 6.0 µM for the yellow and green QDs, respectively, compared to 6.7 µM for the standard cadmium (Figure 4B). The higher free cadmium concentrations present in the green and yellow QDs likely mask the effect of the QDs per se. Attempts to remove the free cadmium ion from the QD samples were not successful.

A similar cytotoxicity pattern for CdTe QDs was observed using the neutral red assay.¹¹ The EC₅₀ values (expressed from free cadmium concentration) for the green, yellow, and orange QDs were 2.31, 1.70, and 1.0 µM, respectively, compared to 1.84 ± 0.33 µM for Cd. Similar to the result obtained by the ECIS technique, cytotoxicity of the orange QDs could not be explained based on the free cadmium contamination alone, as the EC₅₀ value was much lower than expected. Cytotoxicity of the green and yellow QDs was primarily a reflection of the free cadmium contamination of the samples. These results indicated that the orange sample was probably less cytotoxic due to the protection imparted by the CdZn shell, which would likely lower cadmium leakage from the CdTe core.

**Response of V79 Cells to CdSe/ZnS and InGaP/ZnS Quantum Dots.** Red CdSe/ZnS quantum dot samples were added to the dispersed cells (10⁶ cells/mL), resulting in QD concentrations in the range of 50–200 nM. The resistance overshoot previously observed for free cadmium was not apparent using these QDs (Figure 5A), indicating an absence of free cadmium in the sample. Cytotoxicity was observed at concentrations above 50 nM as the resistance began to drop immediately after about 3 h with the ECIS₅₀.
The obtained result implied that the inhibition occurred after the quantum dots interacted with the cells rather than from free cadmium. Inverted fluorescence microscopy (Figure 5B3,B4) confirmed that the cells were dead at the end of the experiment. The QD effected cells were spherical in contrast to the well spread control cells (absence of QDs) observed in Figure 5B1,B2. Washing the ECIS wells with water removed the effected cells indicating that they were no longer attached to the fibronectin on the gold surface, whereas washing the wells of the control cells did not result in their removal. It should be noted that a similar pattern was observed microscopically when comparing cells with and without cadmium.

Green quantum dots up to 240 nM had very little effect on the V79 cells as observed by the ECIS experiment (figure not shown) as well as observation with the inverted fluorescence microscope. Structurally these quantum dots are similar to the red ones except that the CdSe core is smaller. Assuming that the toxic effect results eventually from the cadmium present in the dots, this result was not surprising since ICPMS results indicated that the total concentration of cadmium in the sample of green dots was only 0.82 mM compared to 20.7 mM for the red quantum dots. These values seem logical considering that the molecular weights of the two quantum dots differ also by 20-fold (10 µg/nmol compared to 200 µg/nmol). Therefore the smaller dots appear less toxic likely due to their lower cadmium content. In addition, ICPMS data indicated lower levels of both Se (0.16 mM) and Zn (3.7 mM) for the green quantum dots compared to Se (8.1 mM) and Zn (16.7 mM) for the red quantum dots.

Indium gallium phosphide core QDs at concentrations as high as 200 nM had no significant cytotoxic effect (Figure 6A). These results support the claim by the manufacturer that the indium gallium phosphide QDs are much less toxic than the cadmium selenide core QDs. Inverted fluorescence microscopy (Figure 6B1,B2) indicated that the cells were still intact and adhered to the gold electrode surface after the experiment. Highly fluorescent and concentrated gold nanoparticles (5–6 nm) exhibited no cytotoxicity when they were added to the dispersed cells (10^6 cells/mL) up to 45 µM equivalent to the gold salt concentration used in the synthesis (data not shown). Such a result was anticipated since both cyclodextrin and gold nanoparticles are not toxic to cells.9 Inverted fluorescence microscopy (figure not shown) confirmed that the cells were still intact and adhered to the gold electrode surface after the experiment. The cytotoxicity results and characteristics of the nanomaterials tested in this study are summarized in Table 1.

A direct comparison of our results with the literature data is very difficult even though in vitro studies suggest certain QD types might be cytotoxic. Uncoated CdTe QDs are cytotoxic at 10 µg/mL, and cell death can be characterized as chromatin condensation and membrane blebbing, symptomatic of apoptosis.17 In such a report, cytotoxicity of CdTe QDs was more pronounced with smaller positively charged QDs (2.2 ± 0.1 nm) than with larger equally charged QDs (5.2 ± 0.1 nm) at equal concentrations (100 µg/mL). The difference in QD size also affected subcellular distribution, with smaller cationic QDs localizing to the nuclear compartment and

larger cationic QDs localizing to the cytosol. However, because of relatively unrestrained passage of nanoparticles up to 9 nm in diameter occurring through nuclear pores, the size of the QDs (2.2 and 5.2 nm) cannot be the only explanation for the entry of smaller QDs (2.2 nm) into the nucleus. Thus, cell apoptosis could be due to the presence of free Cd released from QD core degradation, free radical formation, or interaction of QDs with intracellular components, leading to loss of cellular function. CdSe/ZnS-MUA (mercapto undecanoic acid) QDs are cytotoxic at 100 µg/mL with respect to HeLa cells.18 CdSe/ZnS-SSA (sheep serum albumin) QDs were reported to be cytotoxic, since the cell viability (EL-4 cells plated at 10^4 cells/mL) decreased with increasing time (3–24 h) as the QD concentration increased (100–400 µg/mL).19 Almost all the cells were dead at 400 µg/mL after 6 h of incubation. These values are similar to the ECIS_{50} value (154 nM or 30 µg/mL) reported in this study for CdSe/ZnS-PEG/lipid coated QDs.

Under oxidative and photolytic conditions, QD core—shell coatings can be labile, degrading and thus exposing potentially toxic “capping” material or intact core metalloid complexes or resulting in dissolution of the core complex to QD core metal components (e.g., Cd, Se). Thus, the question arises as to their in vivo/intracellular oxidative stability, and a few studies suggest the possibility of intracellular degradation upon administration of QDs to animals.20 In brief, we have described an online and continuous technique based on electric cell-substrate impedance sensing for measuring the concentration and time response function of fibroblastic V79 cells exposed to various nanoparticles including quantum dots and fluorescent gold nanoparticles. The half-inhibition concentration, the required concentration to achieve 50% inhibition, can be estimated from the response function to ascertain cytotoxicity during the course of the assay. Under certain conditions, QDs may pose environmental and human health risks as determined by in vitro cell cultures. However, the interpretation of QD toxicity or the mechanism of cell death is very difficult since QD cytotoxicity depends on QD size, charge, concentration, outer coating bioactivity, and oxidative, photolytic, and mechanical stability. Nevertheless, functional coating and QD core stability will likely be the deciding factors in assessing the risk of QD toxicity. Because of the diversity of their synthesis, not all QDs are alike and QDs conjugated with biomolecules cannot be considered a uniform group of nanomaterials.

Table 1. Cytotoxicity and Characteristics of Nanomaterials Studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nanomaterial</th>
<th>source</th>
<th>core</th>
<th>shell</th>
<th>size (nm)</th>
<th>fluorescence/nm</th>
<th>ECIS_{50}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>green</td>
<td>NNT</td>
<td>CdTe</td>
<td>CdS</td>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>350, 538</td>
<td>6.0 µM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>NNT</td>
<td>CdTe</td>
<td>CdS</td>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>350, 560</td>
<td>5.1 µM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orange</td>
<td>NNT</td>
<td>CdTe</td>
<td>CdS</td>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>370, 623</td>
<td>3.2 µM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maple red orange</td>
<td>Evident</td>
<td>CdSe</td>
<td>ZnS</td>
<td>25.5 2.1 (core)</td>
<td>400, 620</td>
<td>154 nM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adirondack green</td>
<td>Evident</td>
<td>CdSe</td>
<td>ZnS</td>
<td>25.2 2.1 (core)</td>
<td>350, 520</td>
<td>noncytotoxic up to 240 nM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>macoun red</td>
<td>Evident</td>
<td>InGaP</td>
<td>ZnS</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>360, 650</td>
<td>noncytotoxic up to 200 nM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gold (p-β-CD)</td>
<td>Luong laboratory</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td>ZnS</td>
<td>5–6</td>
<td>470, 496</td>
<td>noncytotoxic up to 45 µM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd (reference)</td>
<td>Fluka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.7 µM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The duration of exposure also plays an important role in the assessment of cytotoxicity. No cytotoxicity is noted for short-term acute exposures where cells are in contact with QDs for less than 6 h. There was no effect on cell growth when HeLa cells were exposed to 600 nM CdSe/ZnS-DHLA (dihydrolipoic acid) QDs for 24 min.22 Similarly, CdSe/ZnS-MUA or CdSe/ZnS-SSA QDs at 400 µg/mL were reported to have no affect on the viability of Vero cells after 2 h. In contrast, QD-induced cytotoxicity tends to be longer in nature, with exposure times up to 24 h required as previously mentioned.17–19
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